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Automatic Compensation
Dear Sirs,

In response for your call for inputs on the matter of automatic compensation relating to broadband 
services, please find our detailed response below. 

Andrews & Arnold is a small UK-based Internet Service Provider, offering high quality and 
specialised services to consumers and businesses throughout the UK. We make use of broadband 
carriers such as British Telecom and Talk Talk Business to operate broadband circuits and back-
haul in order to connect end users to our network.

Overview
In principle, we feel that the idea of compensation for a failure in a service where such failure is the 
responsibility of the ISP, or some directly contracting supplier makes sense. However, this is limited 
to the situation in which an ISP’s suppliers are compelled to provide the same to the ISP. It is also 
important that the ISP (and carriers that are responsible) have a reasonable time in which to make 
a repair if a fault happens without being expected to provide compensation.

We have substantial concerns about the proposed levels of compensation. We feel strongly that 
consequential losses make no sense for a consumer service. We also feel that a business, 
whether small or large, should understand risks and make necessary business continuity plans 
themselves. As such a “money back” compensation level should be more than adequate, 
especially considering the extremely low margins in the industry. To require greater levels would 
simply mean all broadband pricing increasing to cover insurance for such compensation, which is 
unlikely to be what most consumers or businesses would wish.

We feel it is important for ISPs to make it clear to customers the nature of the service they offer, 
and what that means in terms of a definition of a fault or failure of service. It is also important to 
ensure that customers are aware of time frames for fault repair and any compensation levels that 
apply. It is crucial that carriers that are responsible for back-haul and broadband circuits — 
the suppliers to many ISPs — have the same definition of faults and provide at least the 
same levels of compensation to the ISPs to pass on to end users.
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Overall we feel any compensation scheme is ill conceived until such industry wide definitions can 
be agreed. OFCOM should also consider exceptions for specialist/niche providers.

Not a utility
One common issue we encounter when discussing policy matters regarding “Internet” is the 
misconception that an Internet access service is in any way like other utility services such as gas, 
electricity, water, etc.

We feel sure than OFCOM know this already, but Internet access is a service which varies 
massively from provider to provider. The physical access means, the nature of the service itself, 
the quality of the service, the reliability of the service, are all differences which ISPs can use to 
differentiate themselves from other ISPs.

It is also important to recognise that a provider may well be providing specialised services which do 
not even involve conventional Internet access, but using all of the same back haul and access 
systems.

We already see areas where OFCOM have failed to recognise this such as the Notice of Transfer 
system which does not consider the incompatibility of different providers offerings or the fact that it 
makes no sense where the service is not a simple Internet access (e.g. point to point IP or 
Ethernet connectivity using FTTC links which can be “taken over” by someone quoting the wrong 
phone number to some other ISP).

We hope OFCOM will recognise that there are specialist and niche providers that need to be able 
to operate without imposition of inappropriate mass market constraints. But we understand that 
where such exceptions apply, providers would be expected to make this clear to potential 
customers and at a point of sale.

When should compensation be due
If OFCOM decides to proceed with an automatic compensation scheme, the threshold at which 
compensation is due must be considered carefully.

There must be a recognition that most services are not deployed to be flawless or with 100% 
uptime. To set this expectation would, given the state of the technology, be entirely unrealistic, and 
would require major investment (for example, ensuring that every customer is suppled 
automatically with two separate lines, different backhaul connections, spare modem and so on) to 
a level which would price many services out of the reach of most customers. 

As such, it is fundamental that OFCOM must recognise the technical limitations imposed by the 
commercial constraints within which an operator provides its service, and does not introduce a 
compensation framework which is at odds with the reality of the service which a customer is 
purchasing.

Definition of a fault / failure of service
Of paramount importance in any system of compensation is determining that the service provided 
is not in fact working as per the contactually agreed definition of the service.

There is currently no agreed standard on the definition of a fault in an Internet access 
service.



The effect of this is that suppliers of backhaul and end user access services appear to be unwilling 
to treat problems with their services as “faults” even when, in the eyes of an end user reliant on 
such a service, there clearly is a problem. If this dissonance is allowed to remain, there will be a 
situation in which an ISP is obliged to compensate an end user for a fault which is caused by a 
supplier, but where the supplier refuses to categorise the issue as a fault and so refuses to either 
fix it or compensate for it. This dissonance would go to the heart of OFCOM’s proposal, creating 
further market imbalance and detriment to smaller providers.

The complexity of “faults”

Unfortunately this is a massively complicated issue. We appreciate that following is fairly technical 
in explaining why this is the case, but that is the point. Unless OFCOM can understand the issues, 
it is not sensible for OFCOM to proceed with any idea of automatic compensation.

A consumer may feel the that they are buying “Internet”, which they will see as working by means 
of some simple test cases such as “Can I get to Facebook or Google”? This is obviously an issue 
as the ISP does not operate Facebook or Google or have any contract with them! This is very 
much not what the ISP is selling. As an ISP we sell an Internet Protocol access service whereby IP 
packets will be conveyed to and from the customer in accordance with the relevant technical 
standards. It is important to realise that Internet Protocol standards do not in any way guarantee 
that each and every packet will be delivered at all; delivered without delay; delivered in order; or 
delivered without duplication. A failure of an IP packet to arrive is absolutely not a failure of the IP 
access service, and indeed, it is the expected and required mechanism by which congestion in any 
link in the Internet as a whole is managed. It is also crucial to realised that Internet access does not 
mean the ISP has direct responsibility or control of conveyance of IP packets all of the way to their 
destination, or for any of the “over the top” services (such as web pages) provided by third parties 
using IP. Against this reference, almost any customer perceived failure of service will not in fact be 
a fault.

However, in practice there are a number of aspects of an Internet access service which can be 
clearly seen to be a fault and should be addressed by the ISP. As an ISP we are very technically 
capable and include in the service detailed monitoring of the back-haul and access lines (normally 
broadband via some carrier), including LCP echoes every second of every day on every line. This 
allows us to assess a wide range of faults which can normally be characterised as packet loss on 
the link or back-haul when the link is not congested (packet loss is normal when it is), or excess 
latency on a link or back-haul when not congested (again, this is normal when it is). Other 
indicators are regular loss of synchronisation at the modem level (characterised by loss of PPP), 
and synchronisation speeds adapting to significantly lower speeds.

Of course there are other aspects of the service that could be considered a fault, including failures 
to correctly route packets within the ISP network, failures to authenticate at a PPP level, and so on. 
It is questionable whether simple congestion, either in the back-haul network or the ISP network, 
are faults or not, as congestion is a part of the way Internet Protocol works. It would be impossible 
to build an un-contended world wide Internet. It would not, in any way, be cost effective for any ISP 
to build an un-contended network. As such congestion is always a possibility. Each ISP may 
choose to provide some level of assurances with regard to congestion and network capacity, but 
there is currently no compulsion to do so, no standard measure for congestion, and no established 
acceptable levels of congestion. Also, an ISP may choose to manage certain traffic types in order 
to provide congestion free operation for most customer needs - such policies may be seen as good 
practice for the overall operation of the service, and essential in cases such as Denial of Service 
(DoS) attacks. Of course, a DoS attack is something outside the ISPs control and force majeure in 
contract terms, but could cause wide scale loss or reduction in service to an ISPs customers.

Broadband “speed” is also an issue. In general the forecasts for speed of a service at the time of 
sale will be an estimate only, and will only relate to the synchronisation of the broadband modem. 
Some types of fault can lead to lower synchronisation speeds being established. In this context the 



real criteria for what is, or is not, a fault is a matter of whether the issue can be “fixed”. Increases in 
cross talk due to more wide scale take up of broadband on a cable bundle can reduce 
synchronisation speeds but not in any way be a fault, or something that can be “fixed”. However, 
customers often do not look at the synchronisation speed itself, but will run a speed test. This will 
be impacted by a wide range or possible faults and non faults both within and outside the control of 
the ISP. A slow speed test cannot necessarily be diagnosed to a fault on its own, and sometimes 
more complex tests such as packet loss and latency, broadband error seconds and 
synchronisation speeds, and so on, may be necessary. However the end user only really has the 
speed test as a guide, and this can lead to conflicts with the ISP as to whether compensation 
should have been paid or not.

I feel that it would be hugely complex to reach any industry wide agreement on what constitutes a 
fault in an Internet access service, and without this, any compensation scheme is meaningless.

Carrier responsibilities

For any sort of standard compensation to end users for situations where there is a fault in the 
back-haul and broadband access it is essential that carriers have to work to the same definition as 
the ISPs and offer the same level of compensation. Without this, the ISPs take all of the risk and 
cost with no actual means to improve service or address the faults. The end result being that 
services are not actually improved, but ISPs simply have to increase prices to cover the 
compensation they have to pay. If the carriers do have to have the same definition of fault and 
compensation then this may create an incentive for them to provide a better quality of service, 
which is clearly in the interests of consumers.

A key issue is the definition of a fault in the back-haul and broadband access services themselves. 
These are often provided by a carrier, and we use both BT and TalkTalk carriers. The carrier 
provides the back-haul network, Broadband Remote Access Servers, Broadband Modems in the 
exchange or cabinet, and connection to copper pairs which are usually maintained by British 
Telecommunications plc trading as Openreach.

At present the carriers do not have a clear definition of a fault in the service they provide. Both BT 
and TT tend to try and define the service as being acceptable where the copper pair meets the BT 
specification for voice calls (SIN349), even though this is not in fact relevant in terms of the 
contracted service they provide to the ISP. Neither of them accept packet loss or latency on an 
uncontested line as indicators of a fault. BT did define a per line fault threshold level for 
synchronisation speed, but even where this breached they still refuse to accept the service as 
faulty even using their own definition!

We admire OFCOM’s optimism that small providers like us are “able to commercially negotiate and 
agree wholesale service levels with their suppliers, including payments for breaches, which will 
ensure that the retail compensation is totally or partially paid for by the party responsible for the 
service issue”. We wish this were the case. The very fact that they do not have a sensible definition 
of the service they provide and what constitutes a fault is a clear indication that this approach is 
simply not realistic.

This is of major concern to a smaller provider such as ourselves, and the risk of being required to 
pay out compensation without being able to recover it from an at-fault supplier is untenable. It is 
absolutely critical for OFCOM to ensure that wholesale providers back off the compensation 
payments which arise from a fault in the services which they provided, and that these payments 
are made in the same automated manner as is proposed for consumer payments: currently, far too 
much time is wasted on chasing service problems and arranging for reimbursement or cancellation 
of incorrectly-levied charges, let alone trying to pursue compensation. For this to happen, it is also 
essential that the definitions of the service, and hence of faults, is the same for the carriers and the 
retail ISPs, at least in the area for which the carrier is responsible.



Without an appropriate regulatory intervention by OFCOM in this aspect of the supply chain, 
OFCOM’s plan for automatic compensation to be paid by the broadband provider will place a 
heavy and likely intractable burden on smaller providers, without any realistic possibility of 
recovering sums paid out from the upstream supplier.

It should also be noted that the lack of a clear definition of service and faults with the carriers is 
already causing an industry wide issue whereby carriers are charging to fix faults, or worse, 
charging when engineers fail to find a fault that is later found and fixed. This further highlights the 
impossibility of any sensible negotiation with the carriers and the requirement for an OFCOM 
mandate on the carriers to be part of any new compensation scheme.

Large scale faults

As an ISP there is always the possibility of a large scale fault. This could, of course, be within the 
ISPs own network. Any ISP would make all efforts to rectify such faults promptly, and, of course, 
plan to minimise risks by use of redundant equipment. The ISP must have a reasonable time in 
order to rectify such a fault without paying compensation, as compensation may have to be to 
every single customer.

It is also important to realise that there can be large scale faults which are totally outside of the 
ISPs control. The Internet as a whole can suffer issues with routing which would affect all 
customers of an ISP, and many ISPs, but not be something the ISP can actually do anything about. 
Clearly compensation makes no sense in such cases.

Copper line faults

One of the issues with most broadband services is that the service is dependant on a working 
copper pair (phone line). This is a more general situation where provision of the service is 
contingent on some other aspect in some way.

In the case of a copper line, there is, for BT at least, a specification (SIN349) which can be used as 
a reference for determining if the fault is the responsibility of the copper line provider or the 
broadband provider.

Where some separate issue, such as a failure of the copper line, is the cause of a broadband 
failure, it needs to be clear that any compensation scheme for the broadband aspect does not 
apply, and indeed, the ISP providing only the broadband aspect is not even expected to take action 
to try and rectify the fault - that being the responsibility of the copper line provider. As such, where 
an end user is the customer of one company for the provision of a copper line, and a second 
company for the provision of broadband services, a failure of the copper line (which may have a 
knock-on impact on the broadband service provided over it), the end user must only be entitled to 
seek and receive compensation from the provider at fault — the provider of the copper line. A 
failure to ensure this would place an unfair burden on the broadband provider.

Consumer equipment

OFCOM recognise that customer equipment can be the cause of a fault or degradation of service.

One of the key issues we encounter is the use of WiFi. Whilst we sell WiFi equipment, it is, by its 
very nature, something which depends on the environment. WiFi can be slow and unreliable 
through no actual fault, perhaps due to local RF and things like thick walls even.

However, the WiFi is very much not part of the Internet access service that we sell. So any attempt 
to assess the working of our service has to be done without WiFi being involved. This comes down 
to a demarcation point for the service we offer, which is basically the master socket. Everything 



beyond that is the customers responsibility, a fact that needs to be made clear by ISPs, and is 
highly relevant when considering faults and compensation.

As an equipment provider we also have responsibilities, but these can be limited to replacement, 
repair or refund. It is important that a consumer is not able to claim compensation purportedly for a 
failure of the broadband service when what they are, in fact, experiencing, is a poor quality of Wi-Fi 
signal from their hardware or a failure as a result of a failure of hardware they own and control.

Another key issue which needs to be considered if OFCOM make any sort of compulsory 
compensation, or particularly the case where someone may be allowed out of a longer term 
contract due to a fault, is that faults can be created by the end user. Simply disconnect the 
broadband several times a day would look the same as regularly losing synchronisation due to a 
fault. Indeed, it can lead to changes in profiles and hence lower synchronisation speeds. 
Customers are well aware of this, and it could become a standard means by which customers can 
get compensation or get out of contract, and there would generally be no way for the ISP to prove 
otherwise.

The appropriate quantum of compensation
Consumers

We do not consider that OFCOM has made a satisfactory case for the level of compensation to a 
customer who has experienced a broadband fault to exceed the price which the customer has paid 
for the service.

A consumer is not running a business and so should not really have any expectation of any sort of 
consequential losses for failure of a broadband service.

We accept that the temporary failure of broadband is a nuisance, but it is rarely an insurmountable 
one: consumers often have readily available alternative means of communications, whether by use 
of mobile, neighbours broadband, or Internet access provided by local businesses, cafes, or 
libraries.

We feel that the ISP should make it very clear, not only what the customer can expect in terms of 
service levels, and in fault repair times, but also the level of compensation. It seems totally 
reasonable that where the ISP has failed, the customer should receive their money back, but we 
see no reason for the compensation to exceed that level.

Ultimately any enforced additional compensation will simply mean ISPs have to factor a level of 
insurance in the cost of all Internet access services. We feel that, in the current climate of 
customers expecting lower and lower prices, that this is not in the customers interests.

Small Businesses

We do not consider that a business customer, small or large, should be entitled to compensation 
beyond that which is agreed in the contract with the broadband provider. Any business should 
consider the services they use and the risk of failure and there is no real reasons to consider small 
businesses to be any different to larger businesses.

There are many ways for a business to mitigate risks associated with loss of connectivity, including 
use of high availability services, multiple lines, multiple ISPs, mobile back up, and so on. These are 
not expensive or difficult even for a small business, and some ISPs, such as ourselves, even offer 
services especially tailored to providing small businesses with higher availability Internet access for 
a higher fee. There is a risk that this proposal will stop businesses making appropriate business 
continuity plans, on the basis that they can just recover compensation for outage and that, as a 



consequence of this, broadband providers which offer innovative, higher-availability services will be 
detrimentally affected: why would a business choose to spend more on a higher quality of service 
when they could simply rely on recovering compensation?

If consequential losses were to be considered in compensation this would mean ISPs would have 
to obtain insurance and include that cost in the cost of broadband. It seems far more reasonable 
that businesses, small or large, that need to maintain Internet access should be able to choose the 
extra business continuity measures they feel are appropriate and choose if insurance is 
appropriate rather than being effectively forced to participate in an ISP insurance scheme.


